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It can come as a surprise to discover that buried in one of the earliest med�cal 
treatises in Sanskrit is a short tract on the yogic path to liberation. This tract
a mere thirty-nine verses-occurs in the Chapter on the Embodied Person 

(Satirasthana) in the Compendium �l Caraka (CaraR.asatrthita). The Compen
dium is a medical encyclopedia and perhaps the earliest surviving complete 
treatise on classical Indian medicine. It is even more surprising to find that this 
yogic tract contains several references to Bud�hist n1editation and a previously 
unknown eightfold path leading to the recollection or mindfulness that is the 

key to liberation. Finally, Caraka's yoga tract almost certainly predates the fa
•nous classical yoga system of Patafijali. Let us explore these points in turn. 

Classical Indian medicine� ayurveda e'the knowledge for long life"), is based 

on the body of medical theory and practice that was first collected and syn-
1-hcsized in several great tnedical encyclopedias, including especially the The 
( Jompendium ofCaraka and 7he Compendium ofSufruta (Su.(rutasaf!'lh.itri). How
t ·vcr, there are traces of the formation of this medical system to be found in 
c:n·licr Sanskrit and Pali literature. 'The first occurrence of the Sanskrit word 
��vurveda in Indian history is. in the Mahtihhar�ta epic. The epic also refers to 
mt.:dkine as havi':lg eight components, a term that is so standard in later lit
tTaturc that the science "with eight components" (a�{tinga) becmnes a syn
••ltym for 1nedicine . These components include topics such as therapeutics, 
p('di:tt•·.ics, possession, surgery, and toxicology. 

But the very earlies� reference in Indian literature to a fonn of medicine 
I lint iH wunistakably a forerunner of ayurveda is found i� the teachings of 
lit•· l�uddhn (prohrtbl.y fl. ea. 480-400 BCE, but these dates are still debated). 
A H fl11· :tH WL: know. it ·was not yet 'nllcd ftyurvcdat but the basic concepts were 
dl4' tilUIH' Hll dlo�t: tlml' lntct' f{)J'I�wd the l�mndat:ions nf ayurveda. 11lc Pali 
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Buddhist Canon as we have it today probably dates from about 250 BCE, 
and records a fairly trustworthy account of what the Buddha said. In the col
lection of Buddhist sermons. called the '4Connected Sayings" (Sa'{lyutta 
Nikaya), there is a story that tells how the Buddha was approached by a 
monk called Srvako who asked him whether disease is caused by bad actions 
performed in the past, in other words by bad karma. The Buddha said no, 
that bad karma is only part of the picture and that diseases may be caused by 
any of eight factors. The factors he listed were bile, phlegm, wind, and their 
pathologic-al combination� changes of the seasons, the stress of unusual ac
tivities, external agency, as well as the ripening of bad karma. 1his is the first 
moment in docmnented Indian history that these medical categories and ex

planations are co1nbined in a clearly systematic manner. 1he term •'patho
logical combination" (Pall sannijHita) is particularly telling: this is a technical 
term from ayurveda that is as specific as a n1odern establishment doctor say
ing sotnething like "hetnoglobin levels." This term signals clearly that the 
Buddha's list of disease-cnuscs e1nanates frotn a n1ilieu in which a body of 
systematic technical medical knowledge existed. And it is these very factors 
that later becan1e the cornerstone of classical Indian medical theory, or 
ayurveda. The historical connection between the ascetic traditions-such as 
Buddhism and ayurveda-is an ilnportant one. 

What is the date of the Compendium of Caraka? 1he chronology of this 
work is complex.lhe text already declares itself to be the work of three people. 
An early text by Agnivesa was edited (pratisanuktta) by Caraka. Carakas work 
was later com.pleted by Drdhabala. Jan Meulenbeld has surveyed the key his
torical issues with great care in his 1-Jistory oj'Indian Medical Literature. After 
assessing the Nyaya, Vaise�ika, and Buddhist materials that appear in Caraka's 
Compendium, Meulenbeld concludes that, '(Caraka cannot have lived later 
than about AD 150-200 and not much earlier than 100 BC." 

How does this dating relate to the early history of classical yoga? Is the 
yoga tract in Caraka's Compendium to be dated before or after the classical 
yoga ofPatanjali? In his authoritative new edition of the '•Samadhi" chapter of 
Pataiijali 's work on yoga, Philipp Maas (2006) has provided a compelling re
assesstnent of the authorship, title, and date of the texts commonly known as 
the Yoga Sutra and the Vyiisabha�ya, but which c all themselves collectively the 
Pataiijalayogaflistra, or Patafljalis Teaching on Yoga. Based on careful argu
ments and evidence} Maas makes three main assertions: 

1. The text of the Pataiijalayogafastra, i.e., the undivided Sutra and its 
com •nentary the Bhf4ya, is a single composition that can be traced 
back to a single author. 
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awareness of the Gitd. The last step, "what is heard again," is syntactically a 
Little odd, since it is not exactly a procedural step in a path. But it vvas clearly 
intended as the eighth "step." It again suggests n1emorization, rather than 
mindfulness in the Buddhist sense. 

The last part of verse 151 raises new questions. The philosophel'S of the 
Sarpld1ya school have normally been presumed to be those who �'count" or 
«reckon" (saf!tkhya-) the n.venty-five tattvas or evolutes of the universe's cre
ation. I-lowever, in verse 1517 Caraka has the SaiJlkhyas counting not tattvas, 
but dharmas. This strongly suggests the use of the word dharma, or Pali 
dhamrna., in the sense of "entity," 4•fundamenta1 phenomenon/' or even more 
neutrally "thing," and might even suggest the enumerative and descriptive 
characteristics of the Buddhist Abhidharma literature. The connection with 
Sarpkhya continues with verse 153, which is a direct parallel of Sa�khyakdrika 
64. 

Caraka's yoga tra.ct is an early and profoundly syncretic text about the path 
of yoga. Its citations from Vaise�ika and Sa,111khya treatises show its willing

ness to synthesize across philosophical divides. But it is the Buddhist techni
cal vocabulaty and the text's focus on mindfuJness as the 1nost important 
yogic practice leading to liberation that strikes us tnost strongly.1his suggests 
that Caraka integrated into his 1nedical treatise an archaic yoga tnethod that 
owed its origins to Buddhist traditions of cultivating Jmrti. 

Cat'aka's yoga tract did not go unnoticed within the Sanskrit literary tradi
tion itsel£ In the fourth or fifth century it was copied by the author the 
YtijiiavallryaS'mrti, and from there again into yet another work, the Vi�ttusmrti. 
In this way, its ideas gained a readership .far beyond physicians. 

1l1e passage below is translated from the Carakasattthita, Sarirasthana 1, verses 
137-55. 1he Sanskrit edition . used is the standard vulgate edition: Jadavji Tri
kamji Aca.rya, ed., Mahar#tpi Punarva.wnopadif{d, tacchi$yetJiigniveiena pratJ'itti, 
Caraka Dtt,lhabakibhyiit[1. pratisa'f!'tslqtii Carak.asaf/1-hitd, frf Cakraptit:�idattavira
citaya ayurvedadipikavyakhyaya $a�'Valita, 3rd ed. (Bombay: Nirnaya Sagara 
Press, 1941). Earlier translations of this passage, none of which develop its 
wider significance, include Priya Vrat Sharma, Caraka-Sa.,.hitti: Agnivefa's 
Treatise Refined and Annotated by Caraka and Redacted by Dr4habala (text with 
English translation), 4 vols. Varanasi: Chaukhambha Orientalia 1981-1994), 
vol. 1, pp. 409-11; and Ram Karan Sharma and Vaidya Bhagwan Dash, 
Agnivefa's Caraka Saf{lhita (Text with English Tran.rlation and Critical Exposi
tion Based on. Cakrapa7Ji Datta� Ayurveda Dipiktz), 7 vols. (Varanasi: 
Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series Office, 1976-2002), vol. 2� pp. 345-50. 
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Suggestions for Further Reading 

The formation and early history of the Ayurvedic medical system outlined 
above is discussed in more detail by Kenneth G. Zysk,Asceticism and Healing 
in Ancient India: Medicine in the Buddhist Monastery (New York and Bombay: 
Oxford University Press, 1991� reprinted Delhi 1998, 2000); and by Dominik 
Wujastyk, "Indian Medicinetn in W. F. Bynum and Roy Porter (eds.), Compan
ion Encyclopedia of the History of Medicine, 2 vols. (London: Routledge, 1993), 
vol. 1, pp. 755-78; Dominik Wujastyk, "lhe Science of Medicine,, in Gavin 
Flood (ed.), The Blackwell Companion to Hinduism (Oxford: Blackwell, 2003), 
pp. 393-409; and Dominik Wujastyk, 1he Roots of Ayurveda: Selections from 
Sanskrit Medical WritingJ, 3rd ed. (London and New York: Penguin, 2003). 
The most authoritative discussion of the dates ofAyurvedic texts is GerritJan
Meulenbeld,A 1-listory ofindian Medical Literature,5 vols. (Groningen: E. For
sten� 1999-2002), Meulenbeld's discussion of the Carakasaf!2hitas date is in 
vol. lA, pp. 105-15. The original Pali text of the Sa1J2yuttanikaya discussed 
above appears in Lean Feer (ed.), Saf{Jyutta-Nikaya. Part IV: Sa!ayatana-Vilgga, 
3rd ed. (London: Pali Text Society, 1973), pp. 230-31. It has been translated by 
Bhikkhu Bodhi, The Connected Discourst!s if the Buddha: A Translation .from the 
Piili (Somerville, .MA: Wisdom Publications, 2000), pp.1278-79. 

TI1e question· of whether the Buddhist Canon records the direct teaching of 
the Buddha or is a later construction by the anonastic comn1unity is tnuch 
debated. The topic is surveyed by Alexander \iVynn, "The Historical Authen
ticity of Early Buddhist Literature: A Critical Evaluation,') Wit!ner Zeitschrift 

for die Kunde Siidasiens 49 (2005): 35-70, who defends a conservative view of 
the authenticity of the Canon as a record of the Buddha's words. A discussion 
of how recent manuscript discoveries affect our view of the Sarp.yuttanikayds 
formation can be found in Andrew Glass and Mark Allon, Four Giindhari 
Sa�yuk.tagama sutras: Senior Kharo�thi fragment 5 (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 2007). 

I have translated the Sanskrit V\rord smrti as "memory," umindfulness/' and 
"recollection') according to context. It has been called 4'one of the most diffi
cult �vords ... in the whole Buddhist system ethical psycholog y to translate" 
(Davids 189Q-1894). Even in the early literature of the Veda, ·words from the 
verbal root smr- can denote memory of past events as well as the present 
tl'Wareness of objects of consciousness, as V\ras noted by Konrad. Klaus,_ "On 
t·hc Meaning of the Root smr in Vedic Literature," Wiener Zeitschrift for die 
J(mu{t! Slldasit�1u, 36 (Supp.letnentband) (1993): 77-86. Several relevant papers 
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"The Sadarigayoga," History of Religions 3:.1 {1963): 128-34. Van Buitenen c har
acterized the text as containing some interpolations : J.A.B. van Buitenen� The 
Maitraya�ziya Upa11i.rad. A Critical Essay. With Text, Translation and Commen
tary, Di.rputationes Rheno-Trajectinae, voL 6 ·(The Hague: Mouton & Co .. , 
1962), pp. 84-87. This point was taken up by Somadeva Vasudeva, 7he Yoga of 
the Malinivijayottaratantra, Critical edition, Translation and Notes, (Pondi
cherry: IFP-EFEO, 2004), p. 375, note 18, where it is asserted thatthis section 
of the Maitriiyaf}iya's text m�y b e  an interpolation later than]ayakhyasatp.hita . � . 
and other early Saiva sources. 

Tsutomu Yamashita� ('On the Nature of the Medical Passages in the 
Yajiiavalkyasmrti,'' Zinbun, 36:2 (2001/2002): 87-129, establishes that the 
Yii}flavalkyasmrti's "iitman treatise" is later than Caraka's Compendium and that 
it derived ahnost all of its concepts in _this section fr01n the Carak.asa!?"hita. For 
the Yaj1iavalkyasmrti passage· parallel to verse 146 in Caraka's yoga tract, see 
Sa1narao Narasimha Naraharayya and Rai Bahadur Srisa Chandra Vasu, The 
Sacred Law$ of TheAryas llS Taught in the School ofYajnavalkya and Explqined 
by Vijn.a?tesvanr in his ·Well-known Commentary Named the Mitakara Vol. Ill: 
The Prayaschitta /ldhyaya (Allahabad: 'l11e Pa\lini Office, 1913), p. 148. 1he text 
edition is Narayan Ram Acharya (cd.), Yajfiavalhjasmrti oj" Yogifvara Yaj
iiavalhya with the Commentary Mitakfara ofVi}fiirnefvara, Notes1 Variant l�ead
ings, etc. (Bombay: Nirnayasaga.ra Press, 1949), p. 390, verse 3.160. 

Verse 137 of the translation talks about ''pains."The Sanskrit term vedanii, 
sometimes translated as �(feelings," is one of the key tern1s in the Buddhist phi
losophy of dependent origination (Pali pa{iccasamuppiida) and one ·of the five 
kbandhas or experiential aggregates of Buddhist theory. These Buddhist con
cepts are ruscussed especially insightf ully by Sue Hamilton, I derttity and Expe
rience: tbe Constitution of the fluman Being Accordin!!," to Early Buddhism (Lon
don: Luzac Oriental, 1996). 

Verses 138-139 conta in a passage parallel to Vaife#hasU.tras 52.16-17. These 
have been discussed by Antonella Comba, "Carakasarphita, Sar1rasthana I and 
V.1.ise�ika Philosophy," in GerritJanMeulenbeld and Dominlk Wujastyk (eds.), 
Studies on Indian Medical H�'story (Groningen: Egbert Forsten, 1987),pp. 43-61; 
�md by Masanobu Nozawa, ••concept of Yoga in Viziie#kasutra," in Indian 
'/bought and Buddhist Culture. Essays in Honour of Professor junkie hi Imanishi on 
I lis St.'xtieth Birthday (Tokyo : Shunju-Sha, 1996)� pp. 17-30. The discu ssion by 
Albrccht Wezler, "Remarks on the Definition of 'Y oga'in the Vaise�ika sutra,"in 
I Juisc A. 1-Icrcus et al. (eds.),lndological and Buddhist Studies: Volume in Honour 
r!f'Pr�j(?Jsor.f. M( de]ong on his Sixtieth Birthday (Canberra: Australian National 
I Jnivcr1-1ity. Faculty of Ash1n Studies, 1982), is relevant, although it does not 
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mention the Carakasa?tthita passage. Meulenbeld 1999-2002, vol. IB, p .  200� 
note 213, gives references for the dating of the Vaife�ikasiU1·a. 1hc original 
Vaife#kasutra text in question can be found in the edition of Muni Jambuvi-

jayaji (�d.) )  Vitife�ikasutra ofKa1J.ada, with the commentary ifCandrananda, Gae
kwad� Oriental Series, vol. 136 (Batoda� Oriental Institute, 1961), p. 42. 

Translation of the Carakasatphita, sarirasthina 1, verses 137-155 

137 

In yoga and liberation, all pains are transient. In liberation, the cessation is 
complete; yoga protnotes liberation. 

138-139 

I-iappincss and pain result from the c lose proxitnity of the self} the senses, the 
mind, and their objects. B y  not cotnmendng, while the mind is steady and 
focused on the self, that pair stops and an etnbodied person becotnes powerful. 
Sages who understand yoga know that that is yoga. 

140-141 

Entering someone's tnind, knowledge of objects, free action, vision, hearing, 
recollection, beau ty, and in visibiLity at will: these are called the eightfold lordly 
power that yogins have. All that arises from meditation (samadhana) with a 

purified mind. 

:142 

Liberation comes from the absence of passion (rajas) and lethargy (tamas ), due 
to the disappearance of potent karma. 1he disjunction frmn all conjunctions is 
called non-rebirth. 

143-146 

Constant attendance on good people, and the avoidance of those who are not 
good; performing vows and fasting as well as each of the separate restraints 
(niyama); steady concentration (dhara1Jd), knowledge (vijnana) of the teach
ings about dharma, a penchant for solitude, an aversion to the objects of sense, 

striving towards liberation, and supreme willpower. Not initintinv; deeds 
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(karma), destruction o f  past deeds, unworldliness, freedom from ego, seeing 
the danger in attachment, concentration (samadhana) of mind and intellect, 
investigating the true state of things. All this develops from abiding in the 
mindfulness of reality (tattvasmrter upasthanat). 

147 
. 

Attendance on good people, etc., through to willpower (i .e., vv. 143-44): these 
make mind fulness {smrti) arise. Mter having become mindful of the essential 
nature of existing things, being mindful, one is  released from suffering 
(du!;kha). 

148-149 

The eight causes that are said to bring tnindfulness about are: 

(a) perception of the cause {nimitta-graha'l}a) 
(b) perception of the form (rupa-graba�la) 
(c) similarity (sadrlya) 
(d) contrast (saviparyaya) 
(e) attachment to sattva (sattvanubandha) 
(f) practice (abhyasa) 
(g) the yoga of knowledge (jfi.iinayoga), and 
(h) what is h eard again (pu.na�fmta) 

Recollection is said to come from recollecting what has been seen, heard, 
and experienced. 

150-151 

The power of recollecting the truth (tattva) is the one path of liberation, the 
one that is revealed by liberated people. 'TI1ose who have gone by it have not 
r eturned again. Yogins call this the way of yoga. Those sarpkhyas vrho have 
reckoned the dharmas and those who are liberated call it the way of 
liberation. 

152-153 

Everything that has a cause is pain, not the self, and impermanent. For that is 
not m•tnuf1tctl1 rcd by the self. And i n  that arises ownership, as long as the true 

rcnli'l.ntion has not ari�cn by which the knower, having known ''I am not this, 

t: h iH iH not m i ne ,"  IT!IIlHccndH cveryth in�. 




